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Abstract. The web and converged services paradigm promises tremendous flex-
ibility in the creation of rich composite services for enterprises and end-users.
The flexibility and richness offers the possibility of highly customized, individu-
alized services for the end user and hence revenue generating services for service
providers (e.g., ASPs, telecom network operators, ISPs). But how can end-users
(and enterprises) specify their preferences when a myriad of possibilities and po-
tential circumstances need to be addressed? In this paper we advocate a solution
based on policy management where user preferences are specified through forms
but translated into rules in a high-level policy language. This paper identifies the
requirements for this kind of interpretation, and describes the Houdini system
(under development at Bell Labs) which offers a rich rule-based language and a
framework that supports intuitive, forms-based provisioning interfaces.

1 Introduction

One main reason for the tremendous success of the Web is that it managed – since its
early days – to establish a personalized relationship with its user. Wasn’t the “personal
homepage”, the first Web killer app? At this point almost all web portals and web-based
services offer some form of customization, from letting the end-user select what content
is displayed and how, to storing end-user values (such as credit card information) to
simplify future interactions, to providing alerts based on end-user requests. The next
revolution of the web will be based on service-oriented programming, embracing both
the web services paradigm and also converged (web and telecom) services, i.e., services
based on the evolving integration of the telephony network and the Internet through
standards such as SIP, Parlay/OSA and 3GPP/3GPP2. With the next revolution, will
the infrastructure in place now be sufficient for customizing and personalizing the web
and converged services of the future? This paper argues that the answer is a resounding
NO! The paper then introduces the Houdini policy management infrastructure being
developed at Bell Labs, a framework that will be sufficient for this purpose.
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